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Chemetron Digital Alarm

Product Specifications
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Installation Instructions
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Connect into place the Alert-3 sensor, which containsConnect
the male
quick-connect
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2
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Add Amico filler box to the wall surface. Ensure that
the box on the wall is in the
2
center of the filler box.
Install front assembly and follow the “Installation and Operation Manual of
Alert-3 Alarm” (Also supplied with retro-fit alarm).

Add Amico ﬁller frame to the wall
surface. Ensure that the box on the
wall is in the center of the ﬁller frame.
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Installation Instructions
A complete alarm assembly conversion from Chemetron to Amico.

Product Dimensions
Front View

Top View
Inch
[mm]

Existing Back Box

Filler Box

Filler Frame

9.75
[247.65]

11.25
[285.75]

Filler Frame
Thickness
1.25 [31.75]

11
[279.40]
11.5
[292.10]
A

Side View

Filler Box Thickness
1 [25.4]

B
Filler Box

Number of Display
A
B
Number Trim Plate
Modules (existing) (Filler Box) (Filler Frame) of Gangs
Height
From 1 to 2 modules 12.75 (324)

N/A

3

2.125 (54)

From 1 to 3 modules

16 (406)

16.25 (413)

4

2.125 (54)

From 1 to 4 modules

19.3 (490)

19.56 (497)

5

2.125 (54)

From 1 to 6 modules

26 (660)

26.25 (667)

7

2.125 (54)

LCD Display
Module

Existing
Back Box

Filler
Frame

NOTES:
Standard height for the Trim Plate is 2.125" (54 mm) and the width is the same as Column A (Filler Box)
Filler Frame Part Numbers
A3P-LCD-FILLER-3
Alert-3 LCD Conversion Alarm Filler Frame 3-Station
A3P-LCD-FILLER-4
Alert-3 LCD Conversion Alarm Filler Frame 4-Station
A3P-LCD-FILLER-5
Alert-3 LCD Conversion Alarm Filler Frame 5-Station
A3P-LCD-FILLER-7
Alert-3 LCD Conversion Alarm Filler Frame 7-Station

Trim Plates
A3P-CONKIT-GANG-3
A3P-CONKIT-GANG-4
A3P-CONKIT-GANG-5
A3P-CONKIT-GANG-7

NOTES:
1. Alert-2 Sensor Modules are not compatible with the Alert-3 LCD Alarm.
2. An LCD filler frame is required if the existing alarm width is more than 10" (254 mm).
www.amico.com
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